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Abstract. The socket for lower limb prosthesis is the central element of artificial
leg that needs to be optimize with the aim to increase comfort and reduce pain.
Nowadays, the modeling of this part is completely manual and based on pros‐
thetist skills. The key parameter determining if the socket is properly designed is
the pressure distribution in the interface between the skin of residual limb and the
internal surface of the socket. In this paper, we expose a method to measure this
pressure thought resistive pressure sensors and we illustrate a case study of a
transfemoral amputee patient. A visualization tool has been developed to dynam‐
ically show pressure data on the 3D model of the residual limb during topic
moments of the gait by a color scale. Achieved results and future work will be
discussed in the paper.
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1 Introduction

Lower limb prostheses represent the solution to restore patient autonomy in all moments
of his/her life such as walking, standing up and working. Nowadays, lower limb pros‐
theses are a mix of mechanic and electronic technologies based on medical knowledge.
Their features allow patients to live a normal life, but existing solutions are still influ‐
enced by some disadvantages and issues. Beyond eventual psychological problems, the
adaptation process of the patient to the prosthesis is one of the leading causes of people
to reject the artificial leg. If this process fails, actually, patient condition will get worse
and maybe s/he will give up and lose the chance to walk again. The socket represents
the interface between patient and prosthesis through which all forces are transmitted
and, for this reason, it carries out the most relevant role, together with the mechanical
joints of the leg. Patients may be asked to evaluate the discomfort or pain due to the
contact between skin and socket, but this is too subjective to be used as a measure to
evaluate socket design, especially for the patients at their first prosthesis. By the way, a
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bad design or a bad size may cause acute pain, skin lacerations and ulcers due to friction
with prosthetic socket. This frequently do not permit to use it all day long, introducing
an important limit.

2 State of Art

This paragraph shows a literature overview on lower limb prostheses for transfemoral
(above knee amputation) patients. The most diffused process for creating a socket is still
completely manual and realized by skilled craft workers [1]. The complexity to repro‐
duce the three-dimensional shape and to adapt it to lower residual limb of the patient
represent the reason to make it by hands. In addition, the large anatomical variability of
the residual limb (e.g., length, bone protuberances, soft tissues thickness) prevent ortho‐
paedics from standardizing the morphology of prosthetic socket. The orthopaedic tech‐
nician creates the socket following several operations based only on his/her experience.
In some rare cases, the process is partially based on CAD/CAM systems.

• The first phase is to create the negative moulding of the residual limb with the usage
of soft chalk wraps.

• After obtaining a positive model, three main operations have to be executed: initial
plaster circumference reduction, identification of load and off-load zones and critical
zones manipulation by adding/removing chalk.

• Afterwards, technicians can make a prototypal thermoformed socket that is manu‐
factured directly on the modified positive model with a thermo-deformable layer of
plastic material.

• After some modifications, the technician realizes the final socket, assemble it on the
prosthesis and performed the necessary adjustments.

All this operations rely on the manual skill and the knowledge of the technician and
they do not offer quantitative parameters to optimize the process or to make a check.
The orthopaedic technician have to identify tissues of residual limb such as skin tissue,
scars, thickness of adipose tissue, bones, muscles and nerve terminals positions to model
the correct shape guaranteeing maximum comfort.

The main parameter driving the information about the good fit of the prosthesis is
the pressure in the contact zone between the residual limb and the socket that in tradi‐
tional approach is only qualitatively assessed by the patient him/herself.

If the contact between residual limb skin and socket surface is not optimal, the patient
will incur in chronic pain and skin pressure. The main causes of pain are an excessive
compression and shear stress. The shear stress, due to the local sliding of two surfaces,
is the main cause of skin lesions according to work of Zhang et al. [2]. By the way, the
socket must transmit a considerable load due to patient’s weight and to forces and
moments characterizing the gait. A well-designed socket has the goal to provide the best
distribution of loads to avoid stress peaks while guaranteeing a safe use. Literature
presents some research works that show ways to measure pressure with several systems.
Direct mode consists in the displacement of sensors in the internal surface of the socket.
The authors in [3] used hydraulic sensors that measure changes in pressure of the fluid
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they contain. In some others research works [4–6] have been used small load cells able
to provide localized pressure values. More recent studies [7–9] presented methods that
use thin film of resistive material between two plastic films.

It is possible to acquire pressure data also in an indirect way measuring external
properties of the socket. Extensometers or load cells fixed on the external surface of the
socket can provide data concerning deformation useful to extract pressure information.
An alternative method presented by authors in [10] is based on inverse dynamic of the
prosthetic leg that allows obtaining forces and moments by starting from motion of
joints, such as knee, ankle and hip.

In this research paper, we used four Tekscan sensors 9811E that are resistive sensors
made of silver filaments covered between two layers of plastic material. These devices
provide a matrix of 6 × 16 cells, called sensels, and each sensel provides a value of
localized pressure. The software used to acquire data was Research Foot 6.70 by
Tekscan [11].

3 New Proposed Approach

This paper shows a novel opportunity to design the socket by means of a digital solution
that replicate traditional process and exploits low cost technologies for 3D scanning and
Motion Capture.

3.1 3D Scanning

Nowadays, scanners allow acquiring a 3D shape and convert it in a meshed virtual model
that reproduce the real one with desired precision. A variety of industrial scanner are
available on the market with different prices, but the most interesting one is the MS
Kinect derived from the video-gaming world and available on the market for 150 USD.
The first version of this optical device permits to acquire a 3D geometry exploiting the
projection of a pattern of IR beams and the triangulation principle. Surely, the precision
it ensures is worse of that of more expensive laser scanners; the main differences concern
small details, but for this research, we need only global shape to be reproduced and this
can be done properly. For this application, we use in combination with MS Kinect, the
Skanect software that, after a preliminary phase of setup of bounding box size, enables
to make scan by moving the sensor around the object. In our case, the user has to move
the Kinect around patient following, where possible, a circular path. S/He has to pay
attention to the zone between legs and, eventually, around scars. In real time, Skanect
software create a virtual model of the limb scanned: through colors (green/red) it
provides a direct evaluation of which zones are successfully scanned and vice versa. In
this phase, it is also possible to apply filters or reduce numbers of points mapped to
simplify mesh geometry.

This type of acquisition is low cost and easy to be used. Moreover, it allows acquiring
the geometry of the residual limb in a vertical position that is hardly obtainable with
other scanning solutions.
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3.2 SMA and Pressure Analysis

A virtual environment to design sockets [12], called SMA (Socket Modelling Assistant)
has been developed by VK research group of the University of Bergamo in the last
decade and it is an ad-hoc knowledge-guided CAD system which offers a kit of tools
useful to emulate technician operations, but having a quantitative feedback.

Socket Modelling Assistant (SMA) starts from the digital model of the residual limb
acquired by either Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) or using a low cost RGB-D
depth sensor. The prosthetist is guided step-by-step by the system that applies in auto‐
matic or semi-automatic way the rules and the modelling procedures. Actually, it embeds
a set of design rules and procedures (e.g., where and how to modify the socket shape)
and makes available a set of interactive virtual tools to manipulate the socket shape
according to traditional procedures. Beyond the technical challenge of creating such a
complex ICT tool, the relevance of this part is mainly due to the inner connection it has
with the medical application. The module has been built exploiting orthopaedic knowl‐
edge extracted from physicians’ interviews and best cases, coded and embedded into
the system. Moreover, the real applicative condition in a prosthetic lab has been kept in
high consideration while designing the process and the user’s interface. This should ease
the transition to a digital way of designing the socket. In this application, besides taking
precise measurement on the 3D scanned model, we should also compute a FE analysis
to evaluate the compression value and to identify load and off-load zones. We simulated
the real condition of pressure on a single patient using Tekscan system to extract the
load distribution in static conditions and during a gait phase. These tests are useful to
calibrate the FE model to simulate in the best way the real residual limb behaviour.
Pressure sensors give us a load map to be compared with FE results in order to tune the
simulation model.

3.3 Motion Capture

Another important set of data comes from the Motion Capture system based on two MS
Kinect that provides the tracking of each of the 27 joints in the digital human model.
Such data offer a way to analyse gait features and eventually to detect some gait abnor‐
malities [13]. The second generation of Kinect sensors offers a high-resolution camera
(1080p) and it exploits the Time of Flight (TOF) principle to create the depth map of
the environment. This new technology is be more precise and it solves the interpretation
errors in the use of multiple Kinect v2 for the same scene. The amount of information
required by Kinect v2 is very considerable and it needs a USB 3.0 port to communicate
with PC (instead of the USB 2.0 required by the first version). The most important
problem, in this case, is that the PC needs to have a USB 3.0 controller and one sensor
requires a large part of the bandwidth. This problem has been solved, for the moment,
by synchronizing information coming from two different devices connected to two
different computers and merging them. Exploiting iPisoft software, we are able to
acquire the point cloud of each movement and to export data of positions and rotations
of each human joint.
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Figure 1 shows the adopted disposition of Kinects to track the scene where patients
walk on a straight path.

Fig. 1. Disposition of Microsoft Kinect for motion capture

3.4 3D Visualization Tool

We introduce a visual representation that combine all data acquired with 3D scanner,
pressure sensors and motion sensors. A software application has been developed in-
house in order to permit the merging of data acquired by scanning and pressure acquis‐
ition systems.

Input file are the CSV files coming from Tekscan acquisition. The structure of CSV
file is made of 16 rows in each of them 6 values of pressure, separated by a comma, are
contained, basing on the structure of Tekscan 9811E sensor. To map the pressure 4 CSV
file are needed, one for each sensor, frame by frame. The application is configured to
work with frame-rate of 30 FPS. The reason of this choice comes from the need for
synchronizing motion capture system with pressure sensors. Using the same frame rate
permits to synchronize pressure data and gait animation in an easy way.

The application visualizes the 3D model of the residual limb, which is acquired with
3D scanning previously described. The 3D model is imported in OBJ format in which
the vertex color data has been added with the exporting module of Skanect.

Exploiting the texture applied on the scanned model of the residual limb, we can
identify the position of each sensor stripe on the 3D model of the residual limb. This
process is called sensor mapping and by marking each sensor with a color we select
points of mesh relative to it on the virtual thigh.

Then, a 3D plane has been used to parameterize each marked point clouds. Each
point of the parametric plane has coordinate values (u, v) between 0 and 1. The para‐
metrization permits the association of a point on the mesh with a position on the surface
of sensor and with the relative value of pressure.

After the mapping has been done the visualization of pressure data is easily under‐
stood and the final step consists in the dynamic update of pressure data on the limb during
gait frame by frame.
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4 Case Study

The proposed solution has been applied on the case study of a patient with a trans-femoral
amputation on the left lower limb. This paragraph shows all testing procedures and data
acquired, the resulting 3D model of residual limb and, finally, the animated distribution
map of pressure.

The first step is the scanning phase to reconstruct the residual limb geometry. We
executed it by using Microsoft Kinect in the first version. In the Fig. 2a and b it is possible
to see the differences between reconstructed 3D model and the real model of the residual
limb. The resolution of this device surely is not comparable to laser scanners one, but
as we can note, global geometry reflects the real model by following curvatures and
measures. The model that come from Skanect software needs to be cleaned and
remeshed. By using software for mesh manipulation (e.g., Netfabb, Meshmixer or
Meshlab) we could solve problems of scanned mesh like holes, degenerated triangles
and overlapped faces. For this research work, it was useful also to acquire 3D geometry
with sensors already on the residual limb in order to obtain the texturized model (Fig. 2c).
This allows identifying sensors disposition for the following application.

Fig. 2. (a) Real residual limb model (b) 3D scanned model (c) texturized model with pressure
sensors applied

The combined acquisition of gait motion and pressure at the interface between socket
and residual limb require the use of two systems at the same time.

Taking into account the pressure acquisition, we use the Tekscan system exposed in
Sect. 2. We evaluated which is the best disposition of sensors to avoid creases and
undesired movements, thus we put sensors directly on the residual limb of the patient
covering them with an extra thin plastic film. In this way, sensors follow the curvatures
of the limb and they eased the donning of the socket.

Motion capture system has been performed as described in Sect. 3.3 and it allows
acquiring data for some steps of the patient’s gait.

The combination of these two types of data has been possible thanks to an ad-hoc
application developed in house that allows visualizing frame-by-frame pressure data on
the 3D model of the residual limb. The planar data of pressure of each sensor was para‐
metrized and adapted to 3D geometry of the residual limb acquired with Kinect scanner.
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For each gait acquisition we can visualize dynamic changing of pressures and
according to video/depth image acquisition, it is possible to identify loads in particular
moments of step. Basing on literature of gait analysis, we chose four main instants
characterizing step. Heel strike, mid stance, toe off and mid swing are these key frames
in which it is useful to acquire pressure to understand the behavior and the contact areas
of the residual limb in each moment.

Heel strike (Fig. 3a), also known as initial contact, is the period between the first
contact of heel with the ground and the first phase of double support. 30° flexion of the
hip and full extension in the knee is observed. The ankle moves from a neutral position
into plantar flexion. After this, knee flexion (5°) begins and increases, just as the plantar
flexion of the heel increased.

Fig. 3. (a) Heel strike (b) Mid stance (c) Toe off (d) Mid swing

Midstance (Fig. 3b) is the longest phase. It starts with the detachment of the other
foot from the ground and it finishes when full weight load is on the supporting foot.
During this phase, the body is supported by only one leg. At this moment, the body
begins to move from force absorption at impact to forward force propulsion.

Toe off (Fig. 3c), also known as Pre-Swing phase, is a gait phase in which the toes
leave the ground. In this moment there is the transferring forward of the load on the
other foot.

Midswing (Fig. 3d) is the phase in which the limb moves in a forward position to
the trunk. The ankle flexes by contraction of the adductors to prepare the next support.
It ends when the oscillating limb advances and the tibia is perpendicular to the ground.

After a synchronization process between the two systems, we were able to visualize
data of pressure on the 3D shape of residual limb. Figure 4 shows the results for each
gait moment of a single step. Pressure of each sensel is provided into a colored scale
with a maximum value of 40 kPa (red).

Outcomes highlights the behavior of the residual limb in the socket during gait. In
“heel strike”, we can see how the socket push on the residual limb in the high frontal
zone and low back zone due to contact with the ground. It is possible to imagine the
coupling of socket-residuum like a powered lever in a friction contact with a cylindrical
link. By moving the lever, the link follows the rotation of the lever, but it should present
a relative rotation due to its inertia. The same phenomenon appears on the prosthetic
leg. When the patient puts the prosthetic heel on the ground, the socket over rotate
causing the concentration of pressure in the zones previously described.

In the next phase, conversely, the distribution of pressures on the whole surface of
the residual limb is more homogeneous and there are no peaks. The contact of the limb
in mid stance phase happens in a large areas and this contributes to reduce peaks and to
increase the homogeneity of the average pressure value (about 20 kPa).
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The instant of toe off highlights the contraction of rectus femoris muscle that is visible
in the frontal view with the increasing of pressure. Here pressures have high peaks on
a diagonal path that is very similar to quadriceps disposition.

Mid swing phase needs the contraction of whole quadriceps and of hamstrings
muscle. In this phase, pressure sensors show high values on most of the surface of the
residual limb.

According to these results, in some areas swing phase results to be the most demanding
one due to an uneven pressure distribution; in addition to rotational moments, the whole
weight of the prosthesis burdens on the residual limb. Taking into account the patient
executing the tests, he does not wear a liner because his prosthesis is a full contact one.
Thus, in these tests, the coupling with the prosthetic leg is made through friction between
skin of residual limb and internal surface of the socket. Measured stress are only the
normal contribution, but there is also a shear stress that is more difficult to evaluate.

Fig. 4. Visualization of video frame, animation reproduction and pressure mapping on the limb
in four topic moments of gait (Color figure online).
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5 Conclusions

In this research work, we present a method to visualize and to understand the behavior
of the residual limb in the prosthetic socket. It is based on different phases: scanning
phase, pressure acquisition and motion capture, and dynamic pressure mapping. The
results obtained and analyzed in four topic moments of a gait of a transfemoral amputee
patient highlight how load zones change according to motion executed. In this way it is
possible to identify zones in which the load have continuous peaks and zones in which
measured pressure maintain low values during all gait phases.

This experimental approach allows us to acquire reference values of pressure in the
most crucial zone of the prosthesis. This permits to set up a FE analysis in which we
will fix material properties and to simulate loads during gait. The final aim is to avoid
the pressure acquisition, on the base of correct pressure data coming out from a finite
element simulation. Future works will be focused on the optimization of socket shape
also in function of gait dynamics.
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